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ABSTRACT
Internet Routing Registries(IRR) have been around for quite
some time now[1] with the sole purpose of providing the place
for service providers to store their administrative, routing policy
information which can be used in case of BGP
malicious/misconfiguration events. Are there any useful service
providers policy data stored in IRR? What current limited
research has able to answer is that “Quality” of IRR databases is
not known”. By “Quality” we mean validity of Internet Number
Resources e.g. IPv4, IPv6, AS Number registration, routing
policy registration, etc by different network service providers in
IRR. We have tried to answer this question by looking into the
public IRR datasets of approximately last 4 years [20062010].We have found out that current IRR datasets has a lot to
offer than its known/practiced i.e. IRR has approximately 50k
full peering available. We are investigating how many peering
are in harmony with what BGP is announcing and also which is
currently published in well known topology datasets like UCLA
IRL[25].As we believe that if accurate peering can be extracted
from IRR than they can provide number of new links which are
missing in Internet Topology datasets. It can also reduce the
usage of active measurements which in itself is burden on the
network. We are also designing BGP Security framework based
on IRR which will more accurately perform origin AS
authentication as well as inferring the complete policy(what is
stored in IRR) of AS.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General Security
and Protection; C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]:
Network Protocols—Routing Protocols; C.2.3 [ComputerCommunication Networks]: Network Operations --Network
Monitoring
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Border Gateway protocol (BGP) [3] is the glue which helps
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Internet to provide its numerous services and unfortunately also
the most fragile and vulnerable component of global routing
system [11, 22]. The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is used to
exchange destination reach ability information (routes) between
different autonomous systems (AS) on the Internet. These routes
consist of blocks of IP addresses, often referred to as prefixes,
which are allocated to ISPs or end sites by RIRs (Regional
Internet Registries). Beyond allocating addresses, RIRs play no
actual role in the operational aspects of Internet routing [23].
Major issues lingering over BGP are related to BGP Route
Hijacking whether malicious or unintentional. There are number
of solutions over the years to target the BGP security issues like
prefix hijacking, AS path spoofing but none of them have been
deployed due to their limitations and current business practices
[10, 11].
Researchers have considered the number of data sources to be
used for their BGP Security solutions for prefix hijacking, AS
path spoofing, etc. One of major data source is BGP traces
collected by number of BGP collectors [19, 20].BGP collected
traces have been used in number of research projects but on the
other hand another viable data source i.e. Regional Internet
Registry (RIR) allocation and policy data sets which are
published as part of their WHOIS database and formally called
as Internet Routing Registries (IRR).IRR routing information has
not been used to the same extent (as BGP) due to
known/assumed limitations
of inconsistent
data 1)
static/voluntary nature of IRR) 2) stale, overlapping 3)
incomplete information [4, 9].Current research has helped raised
the issues surrounding IRR data but there are limited open source
tools available which can help extract useful data from IRR
[9,10,11]. There currently exists no strict linkage between RIRs
allocation and IRR with the exception of some Réseaux IP
Européens (RIPE NCC) mechanisms [6], Nor does there exists
any linkage between RIRs and the actual routing system itself.
Network Service Providers mainly employs IRR for routing
policy generation and filtering of customers and peers [22].
Established research on IRR can be classified into projects
checking the consistency of IRR data[4,6,9],using IRR data in
generating the most accurate topology[7,8],and proposed scheme
for using IRR data as a useful service to solve some of the BGP
security issues [10,11].IRR consistency based research has
reported that RIPE is the most consistent dataset and APNIC is
also not far behind.[9] Unfortunately only the dataset from [4]
has been published and available to researchers for analysis.
There is no recent work which can validate the results published
in 2004 and 2006.Topology based research results states the
usefulness of IRR data in providing unique links but it‟s quite
hard to prove the authenticity of those links due to possible stale
IRR datasets. Some of the issues of IRR dataset which past
research has found out are related to Number of objects
registered in more than one registry i.e. overlapping information,

timestamps stored with objects shows quite old dates indicating
the staleness of routing information ,etc. Current proposed
algorithms have also failed to include the (1) Multi homing
aspects 2) How community attributes are used 3) Using only
limited RPSL constructs e.g. Autnum, Inetnum, etc. There is no
tool available at this time which could able to infer the complete
policy of an Autonomous System(AS).By complete policy we
mean ,AS registered policy in the IRR which can also be
confirmed from its neighbors ASes records in IRR.
We have analyzed the evolution of IRR dataset of the last 4 years
i.e. From March 2006-March 2010.We are interested in knowing
1)How IRR have evolved in this time period? 2) How much data
have been fed into IRR? 3) What‟s the accuracy of this datasets
(operational uses) 4) How much complete information is stored
in IRR databases? i.e. in comparison with different RPSL
objects.
Our proposed contributions are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

We have evaluated the IRR evolution in past 4 years to
know the increase/decrease in the way different RPSL
objects are entered in IRR. We reaffirm the belief in
the research community about the operational practice
of IRR‟s that Route objects are the mostly entered
RPSL constructs by different AS‟s.
We are working on to answer the question: How much
useful an up-to-date registry can be in solving the
problems of Internet Routing? If RIPE NCC registry is
good than Why it‟s not comparable to BGP traces. How
can than we say that it is good? Why do we find
topology differences between BGP and IRR as reported
in [7]?
We are also working on to follow a Community-centric
view of analyzing AS policies rather than AS-centric
view which has limited view when considering routing
policies of more than one hop neighbors. We process
and clean the information in order to minimize the
effect of inaccurate information.
We are working on BGP Security framework which
includes more accurate method of validating the origin
AS. We rely on currently available information, mainly
the public Internet registries like RIPE, RADb.

In this paper we are only presenting results related to our 1st
contribution i.e. IRR evolution. The rest of this paper is
structured as follows. In section 2 we present some background
and related work. In section 3, we present IRR evolution and
some analysis results and; in section 4 we present our
conclusions.

2. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
Administrative procedures are necessary to ensure the
uniqueness of the IP addresses and Autonomous System
numbers. The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) [12]
is responsible for global coordination of key elements for running
the Internet smoothly. There are 5 Regional Internet Registries
(RIR) namely RIPE NCC, APNIC, ARIN, LACNIC, AFRINIC
[12]. There are two types of IRRs‟ namely public and private
IRR‟s. One of the popular public registry; Internet Routing
Registry (IRR or RADb) [14] has been setup since 1995 and it
currently has 32 registries. RADb [15] and RIPE NCC [16] are

public Internet Registries which publishes the IRR database
daily. Different IRRs can manage their databases independently
and also exchange registry objects database on regular basis.
Some of the goals of IRRs are to provide network operators to
share routing policy information e.g. when establishing peerings,
Network troubleshooting, achieving stability and consistency of
routing through publicly announced routing policies, etc. It could
also be helpful in case of loss of hardware/administrators which
results in less downtime. But unfortunately little has been
achieved so far [1, 2].Over the years RIPE NCC [13] has played a
key role in taking the idea of IRR moving forward with the policy
specification published as RIPE-81 and later RIPE-181.Latest
IETF proposed standard based on RIPE-181 published in 1999 as
Routing Policy Specification Language (RPSL)[RFC 2622][1]
which is an object based language consisting of 13 classes. RPSL
Classes [1] can be divided into two main groups of policy and
administrative objects. Some of the advantages of using RPSL as
routing policy language are that it is extensible, not vendor
specific and it has global view rather than router specific view of
policies. RPSLng [RFC 4012][2] added support for IPv6 and
multicast while Route policy System Security [RPSS][RFC-2725]
added security extension to RPSL [5].RPSL considers the IRR
system as a whole but in reality it consists of number of registries
maintaining their policy records publicly or privately. This has
led to number of issues including not able to achieve the full
implementation scale of IRR‟s idea.
RIPE NCC has published RIPE database which is currently in
version 3.9.RIPE routing registry is subset of the RIPE database
and holds routing information in extended version of RPSL.RIPE
database currently supports 21 objects which are all those that
are defined in RPSL Specification[1] and in addition asblock,domain,keycert,limerick,irt,organization,route6,poem,
poetic-form classes. Every class supports number of attributes
ranging from to uniquely identifying the objects known as class
“key”. A mandatory attribute has to be defined for all objects of
the class; optional attributes can be skipped. Attributes can also
be single or multiple valued. Detail information about RPSL
constructs, sample usage can be accessed from [1, 2].The
accurate, up-to-date maintenance of the RPSL database can help
contribute toward such goals as router configurations that protect
against accidental (or malicious) distribution of inaccurate
routing information, verification of Internet‟s routing, and
aggregation boundaries beyond a single AS.
Routing Registry Consistency Check (RRCC) [6] Project by RIPE
is one of the first to focus on the goals of making RIPE IRR
useful to network engineers. RRCC provides a service where
network engineers can check the accuracy of Routing Registry
against the data with the actual routing announcements from
their networks. Comparisons like AS‟s route objects registered
and actually announced, non-registered peering detection which
is done using the data provided by another RIPE project Routing
Information System [RIS] [20]. Siganos et al.[9] developed a tool,
called Nemecis that checks the correctness of IRR data and their
consistency with respect to BGP routing table information. They
argued that 28% of ASes have both correct and consistent
policies and that RIPE is by far the most accurate registry.
TERRAIN [11] is the most recent work which incorporates BGP
traces and IRR data to propose BGP Security solutions for prefix
hijacking, Origin Autonomous System (AS) Authentication.

Table 1 : Most populated Public Internet Routing Registry of March-2006 & March 2010
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3. Internet Routing Registry Evolution
The most recent work on IRR Analysis is by Battista et al.[4].
IRR Analysis Service provides an online service for checking the
consistency of IRR. It does that by providing General statistics on
the IRR (number of objects defined in each registry, amount of
overlapping information between registries, etc.), set of pairs of
ASes corresponding to peering relationships extracted from the
IRR. Each pair is labeled with information about the context
where it has been found, like the type of policy and the registry.
We would like to emphasis the point that there is no other
service which is providing this kind of useful service for the
research community. As we have already mentioned that there
are two well known public registries i.e. RADb and RIPE NCC.
Both services publish the daily snapshots of their database so
there is no way for researchers to look at the historical evolution
of IRR. Some of the issues we have found out are that IRR
analysis service scripts broke down since June 2008 and not
reporting accurate IRR analysis. For our IRR Evolution analysis
we have collected their datasets which they are continuously
publishing since 2006.We have also collected the datasets from
RIPE NCC. One of our observations from the datasets is that
RADb had 68 registries published in 2006 which has reduced to
32 in 2010, which also includes some new registries. Where
those published registries in 2006 has gone? One of the possible
reasons is that some of the registries have stopped mirroring their
information in RADb, instead of maintaining separate registry;
they have started registering their objects in RADb registry etc.
Table1; shows the snapshot of most populated registries from
RADb and RIPE NCC of two months i.e. March 2006/March
2010.RIPE NCC has >3M objects and RADb has >300K objects .
We are not reporting here the RPSL objects like mntner, person,
role as they are mostly required to authenticate while registering
data into IRR. Some of our findings are 1)RIPE NCC is the
mostly populated registry as well as usage of different RPSL
constructs while other registries still use only partial set of RPSL
constructs 2).autnum and route objects are mostly published
objects in IRR so any scheme which relies on using other objects

03/2010

RADb

AUT-NUM

Total

03/2006

Level3

03/2010

has limited success in terms of using published IRR datasets.3)
Verio has changed its name to NTTCOM and contains around
77K objects which clearly shows that policies set by service
providers can push customers to enter data into IRR. Figure 1
and Figure 2 shows the evolution of different RPSL objects in
our observed period of March 2006- June 2008.

Figure1. RPSL Objects Evolution (Minimal Entry)

Figure 2. RPSL Objects Evolution(less actively entered)

4 records to supports their peering relationship i.e. A export B, A
import B,B export A and B import A. By “FULL” peering type it
means that Both AS‟s RPSL records confirms the
peerings.”HALF_RIGHT” means that from RPSL records what
we confirm is (A import B and B export A).”HALF_LEFT”
means we have able to extract (A export B and B import A)
.”1/4_I” means that we have only able to confirm (A import B or
B import A).”1/4_E has the same meaning as “1/4_I” except it
specifies export rules.
We are working on our BGP Security Scheme that uses IRR data
along with BGP traces history to help mitigate the prefix
hijacking and AS Path spoofing problems. Despite its limitations
IRR data can be used to solve some of the operational problems
of BGP but there is an urgent need to define proper IRR
maintenance policies by RIR.
Figure 3. RPSL Objects Evolution (Most Actively Entered)
Figure1 to Figure 3; shows the count of number of total RPSL
objects existence in IRR.As it can be seen that operators mostly
registered object registered in IRR‟s are Inetnum, Route and ASset. Rest of the objects has not been used or some of the objects
are shared between different AS‟s. Most of the policy data which
is pushed if at all into IRR‟s are to satisfy the requirements of
some providers by Customer ASes. Network Service providers
can automatically generate router configurations from customers
IRR records.
IRR Analysis Service [4] also provides the peering extracted
from IRR dataset. They have also shared with us their service
scripts. We are evaluating these scripts and will make
comparison in our later publications. We are working on to
generate full AS policy which an AS has registered in IRR.IRR
analysis service extracts from the IRR the peering relationships
between ASes by analyzing the body of RPSL objects. It than
classifies the computed candidate peerings in order to understand
the extent they contribute to fully specifies a peering. There are
number of different peering types defined in dataset but we have
only included the 5 peering types which are mostly found in IRR.

4. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
We have tried to raise the issues related to the importance of IRR
by presenting how the size, accuracy of information stored in it
has evolved over the years. There is strand of research available
on IRR which has raised the issues but have failed to provide the
community with useful tools.[IRR analysis Service [4] is an
exception].We are interested in extending the work on IRR by
publishing/extending available tools/methodologies as it can
solve
some
of
the
issues
like
BGP
prefix
hijacking/misconfiguration. Research on IRR data can be of great
help in term of solving the policy related issues by different
Network Service providers, can be used as a “ground truth” as
there are very limited information provided by Network Service
Providers about their network policies, dataset for Network
topology research as it has used in very limited way due to
difficulty of extracting/validating links information in IRR‟s.
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